Abstract. If a point is stationary for a differentiable group action, M. Hirsch suggested that the vanishing of the first group cohomology at that point might imply stability of the point under perturbations of the action. This is proved for compactly generated Lie groups. Further implications of the cohomology condition are also proved. This paper concerns the question: given an action of a topological group on a manifold and a point which is stationary for this action, what conditions will insure that the point is stable? It is possible that a good general answer to this question would include conditions on the global topology of the manifold. This paper, however, presents conditions on just the linear part of the action at the stationary point which are sufficient for its stability, and which in fact are sufficient for the stability of the stationary set near that point.
which each element of G acts by a linear map) on the tangent space Mp, given by g h» Dot(g)p. This linear action is the focus of this paper, and I begin by looking at a general linear action y: G -> Gh(E), where F is a finite-dimensional vector space. For u: G -> E, a map y y G -» Aff (F) is defined by yu(g)x = y(g)x + u(g). yu will be an action exactly when
(1) u is continuous and (2) u(gh) = y(g)u(h) + u(g) for all g, « £ G.
A point v E E will be stationary for yu exactly when (3) u(g) = y -y(g)y for all g £ G.
Maps satisfying (1) and (2) ("crossed homomorphisms") form a vector space; the totality of maps given by (3) as y ranges over E form a subspace. Their quotient is written as HX(G, E), where y is understood [8] , M. Hirsch showed (Theorem 1.1 of [5] ) that in order for the origin to be stable for y, it is necessary that HX(G, E) = 0. In another paper [4] , he conjectured a strong relationship between the stability of a stationary point p of an arbitrary action and HX(G, Mp) being trivial. Two examples show the limitations of this relationship. The first is the action of Z on R generated by the diffeomorphism x i-> x + x3. The origin is a stable stationary point, but Hx is not trivial for the linear part there. In the second example, the acting group is the free abelian group, with the discrete topology, on infinitely many generators gx, g2, . . . . Let a be an action of this group on R such that a(gx) has Z as its fixed point set, with 0 hyperbolic, and a(g¡) = idÄ for / > 2. Then //' is trivial for the linear part of this action at 0, but 0 is not stable.
1. A criterion for stability. For two common classes of groups, triviality of Hx does imply stability.
Theorem A. If G is a finitely-generated discrete group and H X(G, Mp) = 0, then p is stable.
Theorem B. If G is a connected Lie group and HX(G, Mp) = 0, then p is stable.
These results together with those of Hirsch provide a necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of the origin under perturbations of linear actions of such groups.
I first prove Theorems A and B under the assumption that the manifold is R". Both proofs rely heavily on the following light lemma.
Lemma. If A E Hom(R", R"), K is a convex subset of R" and f: R" -> R" satisfies \\Dfx -A\\ < ífor xEK, then \f(a) -fib) -A(a -b)\ < £|a -¿?|/or all a, b G K.
Proof of Theorem A. Let a be an action of G on R" having the origin as stationary point and Hx = 0 for the linear part y there. Let g" . . . , gk be generators of G,
and W be a subspace complementary to V. For x G R", let k «(*) = 2 Kg,)* -x\2> 7-1 the origin is a strict local minimum of h\ w. I assume the origin not to be stable and show that this leads to a contradiction. Under this assumption, there are an open ball B around the origin and actions ßx, ß2, . . . such that
(1) h is positive onWn clos(5) except at the origin.
(2) For/ -1.k, ßt(gj) -* a(gj) and Dßt(gf) -* Da(gf) uniformly on B.
(3) If n,(x) is defined to be Sj.j^ig^x -x|2, then hi\fVnclos(B) has a positive minimum x, G W C\ B.
A result of these conditions is that x, -» 0. Therefore r5,(g)x, -» 0 for each g £ G, for this is true of the identity element of G, and by (2) the set of elements for which it holds is closed under left multiplication by g" . . ., gk. Similarly, for every pair g, h E G, the supremum of \\Dßj(g)x -y(g)\\ along the segment from x, to /3,(A)x, tends to zero as i tends to infinity. By the lemma, ßi(g)ßi(h)xi -ßi(g)xi is within £|/J,(n)x, -x,| of y(g)(ßi(h)xt -x¡), where £ is this supremum. For /EG, let u(f) = lim,_00(«,(x,))_1/2(/?,(/)x, -x,) provided this limit exists. Then if u(g) and u(h) exist,
exists and satisfies u(gh) = y(g)u(h) + u(g). We may pass to a subsequence and assume that (hi(xi))~x/2(ßi(gx)xi -xt, . . ., ßi(gk)xi -x¡) converges in 5"*_1. Then u(g) exists for all g E G. u is then a nonzero crossed homomorphism. Since Hx = 0, there is some y E R", which clearly may be chosen from W, with "(g) = y ~ y(g)y f°r aU g E G. The derivative of «, at x, in the direction of y is 22*_1(/3,(g,)x; -x,) • (Dß^gj)^ -y). Since this quantity divided by («,.(x,.))'/2 tends to 2^,k^xu(gf) • (-u(gf)) = -2, it is negative for large enough /. This contradicts the fact that x, is a minimum of «,| WnB. The origin is therefore stable for a.
Q. E. D.
It has been pointed out to me that W. Thurston's development of approximate cocycles in [9] is quite like the preceding argument.
The proof of Theorem B is similar, but the following is needed to establish continuity of the crossed homomorphism (r' denotes dr/dt).
Lemma. Let A be an n X « matrix and <p: R X R" -> R" a Cx flow, written <ptx.
Suppose that for all t E [0, 1], \\(Dq>,)0 -exp(M)|| < £ < 1/2. Then, letting r(t) = rp,0, \r(t) -r(0) -(f'oexp(sA)ds)r'(0)\ < £r|r'(0)| for all t E [0, 1]. This implies that if a E (0, 1] is small enough that the matrix C -j%exp(sA)ds is invertible and ||C_,|| < 2/a, then for t £ [0, a],
where K is independent of t and £.
Proof. The derivative of <ps at 0 in the direction of r'(0) is r'(s), so \r'(s) -exp(sA)r'(0)\ < £|r'(0)|. Integrating this gives the first inequality. Writing C = ai + (a2/2)A + ■ ■ • , one computes that ||C-I|| < a~\2 -ea"A"yl provided e"m < 2. Then the requirement that C be invertible with ||C~'|| < 2/a is easily satisfied. Two estimates suffice to obtain K. First, for t £ [0, a],
S. Bochner and D. Montgomery [1] proved that an action of a Lie group G is C1 as a map from G X M to M. The kind of estimate given above can be used to show that the convergence of a net of actions implies their convergence in the space of C1 maps from G X M to M with the weak topology. That argument essentially exists in the following proof.
Proof of Theorem B. Let gx(t),. .., gk(t) be a family of one-parameter subgroups generating the connected Lie group G of dimension k. Let a be an action of G on R" having the origin as a stationary point with Hx = 0 for its linear part y. Let V = D gsc ker(y(g) -/), and let IF be a complement to V. I assume that the origin is not stable. There are matrices Ax, . . . , Ak such that y(gj(t)) = exp(tAj). Let a G (0, 1] be small enough so that for each/, the matrix C} = ¡%txp(sAf) ds is invertible with ||<^--1(| < 2/a. One result of the lemma (taking the flow <p,x = exp(tAj)x) is that ker(y(g,(a)) -/) = n,er0,a]ker(Y(g//)) -/), so that V is also just ker(y(g,(a)) -/) n • • • Dker(y(gk(a)) -I). The proof of Theorem A may then be imitated with the distinguished elements gj(a) taking the place of the elements g there, and with condition (2) replaced by
Again, for g G G, u(g) is defined to be Hn\i^,a0(hi(xi)yx/2(ßi(g)xi -x,) if this limit exists, and by passing to a subsequence we may assume that u(gj(a)) exists for / = 1, . . . , k. Bochner and Montgomery's result states that each map tp,x = ßi(gj(t))x is a C ' flow. The lemma then says that for t E [0, a],
where £ is the supremum of \\Dfi¡(gj(s))x -exp(sAj)\\ for î 6 [0, 1]. £-»0 as /-> oo, so dividing through by (h¡(x¡))x/2 and taking limits, we have that u(gj(t)) exists and in fact satisfies «(*;(')) = (JT exp(^,)<fc)c,-yg,.(a)).
Thus u(gj(t)) is an analytic function of t on the interval (0, a). By the same argument as in the proof of A, the existence of this limit on a set generating G implies that it exists and satisfies u(gh) = y( g)u(h) + u(g) for all g, h G G. By this relation, in turn, the analyticity of y and the analyticity of the functions u(gj(t)) easily imply that u is analytic. In particular, m is a (continuous) nonzero crossed homomorphism, and the same contradiction is reached as in the proof of A.
Q.E.D.
These proofs ignore the global topology of R", and their generalization to actions on arbitrary manifolds is simple. Let p be a coordinate map at a stationary point/? with p(p) = 0 G R". The action a on M carries down to a "partial action" a' on R"
given by a'(g)x -p ° a(g) ° p_1x, which is defined for all (g, x) in some open subset 5 of G X R" containing G X {0}. The ball B is then chosen so that J X clos(fi) E 5, where J = {gx, . . . ,gk) in the case of Theorem A and / = gx[0, 1] u • • • UgJO, 1] in the case of Theorem B. The actions /?, are chosen as before, but they are further required to be close enough to a that the corresponding partial actions ß! can be defined on J X clos(B). Under these conditions, there is for every g E G a ball Bg around the origin and an integer Ig such that ß,'(g) is defined on Bg for / > Ig. For such is true when g is the identity element, and by (2)-(2') the subset of G for which it is true is closed under right multiplication by elements of J. The arguments then proceed as before, with many expressions only making sense for sufficiently large i. An amalgamation of the proofs of A and B gives Theorem AB. If G is a compactly-generated Lie group and HX(G, Mp) = 0, thenp is stable. Furthermore, if p lies in a submanifold L transverse to VngeGker(/>a(gL, -/) E Mp, then actions near a have a stationary point near p in L.
As shown by Hirsch [5] , linear actions for which //' is not trivial can be perturbed into actions having no stationary point at all. We then have Corollary.
// G is a compactly-generated Lie group, then triviality of H ' is an open condition in the space of linear actions of G on a finite-dimensional vector space E.
2. The stationary set. Let sta(a) denote the set of all stationary points of a, and let V be as in Theorem AB.
Theorem C. If G is a compactly-generated Lie group and HX(G, Mp) = 0, then near p, sta(a) is a Cx submanifold which is stable under perturbations of a. Specifically, there is a neighborhood U of p, a neighborhood N of a, a disk Q diffeomorphic to Euclidean space, and for each ß E N a closed embedding qß E CX(Q, U) such that (a) qB(Q) = U n sta(/?), and (b) qñ depends continuously upon ß in the weak topology on CX(Q, M). Also, the tangent space to sta(a) at p is V.
Proof. Choose a smooth metric on M and norms on V and R*, where k is the codimension of V. A map A: V X Rk -» M which is a diffeomorphism onto its image may be thought of as a local product foliation with leaves Lv = A({v) X Rk) parameterized by V. Let A be such a map satisfying (1) A(0, 0) = p with A(V X (0}) tangent to V and (2) there is a continuous family {/"}c6K of diffeomorphisms of Af such that /o = idM and/"(L0) = Lv for v E V. Every vector in Mp not tangent to A(V X {0}) is moved by Da(g)p for some g E G. Then by a simple application of the first lemma, there are neighborhoods A0 of a and Q0 X R0 of the origin in V X Rk such that if ß E N0 has stationary points A(a¡, b¡) with ai £ Q0 and b¡ £ R0 for /' = 1, 2, then \bx -b2\ < \ax -a2\. By shrinking these neighborhoods if necessary, it may also be assumed that for a stationary point A(a, b) of ß G NQ with a G Q0 and b E R0, the space ngeGker(Djß(g)A(a&) -/) has dimension not greater than that of V. In local coordinates, this is a Grassmannian analogue of the infimum of a family of upper semicontinuous functions being upper semicontinuous. Since triviality of H ' is an open condition, it may also be assumed that Hx = 0 at such a point.
As ß-> a and u-»0 independently, the action ßv defined by ßv(g)x = f~x « ß(g) ° fvx tends to a. A stationary point of ßv in L0 corresponds by/" to a stationary point of ß in Lv. By Theorem AB, there are therefore smaller neighborhoods N C N0 of a and Q X R ç Q0 X RQ of the origin inKxR* such that if ß E N and v E Q, then ß has a stationary point in ({v} X R) Ç Lv. The choice of N0, QQ and R0 guarantee the uniqueness of this point, which we denote by qßv. This choice also insures that on compact sets the family {qß}ß<=N is uniformly Lipschitz. Since every stationary point qßv is stable, this Lipschitz condition implies that qßv is continuous in ß for fixed v. Therefore, by the Ascoli theorem, qß varies continuously with ß in the weak C° topology. With U = A(Q X R), assertion (a) is established. 3. Applications to certain classes of groups. For a particular group, triviality of Hx might be expressed as a more tangible condition on linear actions. For example, //' is trivial for a linear action of Z precisely when 1 is not an eigenvalue of the generating linear transformation. On the other hand, this condition is not well understood for solvable groups. Let G be a group such that every short exact sequence 0-»F-»F->R->0of
(finite-dimensional) G-modules splits. This is the case, for example, when G is compact or is a semisimple analytic group. Then by a trick of J. Milnor (Lemma 2.3 of [6] ), H ' is trivial for every linear action y of G.
The trick is the observation that an affine action yu on E corresponds to a linear action (g; x, /) i-» (y(g)x + tu(g), t) on E X R. This gives This confirms a conjecture of Hirsch [4] . In [2] , V. Guillemin and S. Sternberg showed that an analytic action of a semisimple analytic group can be linearized near a stationary point. Since any linear representation of a semisimple analytic group is equivalent to all representations near it, it follows that such an action is analytically structurally stable near that point. In the same paper, an example is given which shows that similar statements do not carry over to the C °° case.
A second example, whose proof is left to the reader, is suggested by Theorem 3 of [9] .
Corollary. Let G be a compactly-generated Lie group and M a connected manifold of dimension at least one. Then the trivial action of G on M is isolated if and only if G admits no nontrivial continuous homomorphism into R.
Hirsch has shown [3] that for any linear action y of a nilpotent group, Hx will be trivial provided sta(y) = (0). Theorem D. Let G be a nilpotent topological group which is either compactly-generated or generated by arbitrarily small neighborhoods of its identity element e. A stationary point p of an action a is stable provided the linear action y on Mp fixes only the origin.
Proof. There are finitely many elements gx, . . . , gk of G (in fact, k < n) such that ker(y(gi) -/) n • • • nker(Y(g¿) -/) = 0. We place the discrete topology on the subgroup H they generate. Since compact, i.e. finite, subsets of H are compact in G, restriction to H is a continuous map from G-actions to //-actions. Therefore, by Hirsch's result and Theorem C, there are neighborhoods U of p and A of a such that if ß E N, then ß(gx), . . . , ß(gk) have a unique common fixed pointPß in U. Furthermore, Pß -»p as ß -> a. If g, « £ G and if q £ M is fixed by ß(g) and ß(h~xghg-x), then ß(h)q is also fixed by ß(g), since ß(g)ß(h)q = ß(h)ß(h~~xghg~x)ß(g)q = ß(h)q. Thus if q is an isolated fixed point of ß(g) and ß(h) does not move q very much, then ß(h)q must equal q. This kind of argument is made in two cases. Case 1. G is generated by a compact set 5. Let 50 = 5, and for / > 1 let 5, = {h~xgjhgj~x: h £ 5,_, and 1 < / < Ac}. Since G is nilpotent, there is some integer v for which 5"= {e}. Let N' <Z N be such that if ß £ A', then ß(S0 u • • • U Sv)pp E U. By inducting downward on «, one establishes that ß(S")Pß = pfi for v> « > 0. The result is that Pß is fixed by ß(g) whenever g E 50 = 5, hence for all g E G. This kind of argument is used by Hirsch in [4] .
Case 2. G is generated by arbitrarily small neighborhoods of e. For any ß £ A, let A be a neighborhood of e such that ß(A)pß E U. There is a smaller neighborhood B of e such that if one defines B0 = B and B¡ = {h~xgjhgj~x: « E B¡_x and 1 < j < k} for /' > 1, then B0 u • • • UBVE A. By the same argument as in Case 1, pß is fixed by ß(g) whenever g E B0 = B, hence for all g E G. Q.E.D. 
